
The Need for a New Framework

● Digitization of collections: survey in 2014 of some 1200  institutions in the UK and Europe found that 80% have digitised 

collections (ENUMERATE, 2014)

● Widely spread use of videos to document our daily lives and instances of Intangible Cultural Heritage

● Archival scholars stress the lack of compelling systems to explore them (Fossati, 2012) and the issues with traditional 

metadata (Masson, 2020)

● Traditional HCI applied to cultural heritage is too mechanistic and pragmatic (Drucker, 2021)

● Whitelaw’s “generous interfaces” propose a more compelling experience through browsing but lack immersion (Whitelaw, 2015)

Audiovisual archives need immersive “generous interfaces” to explore them in a meaningful 
way, letting visitors drive their own experience, resulting in a more “embodied understanding” 
and the emergence of narrative that will reinvent our access to this kind of collections, 
through novel computational technologies and immersive visual storytelling
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Computational technologies and AV archives as data

● Trend for transforming archives to be big data organisations through digitisation and state-of-art computational methods emerged 
(Colavizza, 2021). - management and accessibility for archives;  unlocks the semantics in multimodal archival content 

● Such an upgrade should in theory surfacing the hidden structure, revealing and building connections between contents, allowing 
fast and effective curation of the archive to serve a variety of purposes (Rolan, 2019)

Source Data Purpose

Archival
Management

Object

Aesthetics & Affect
Study of itself

Artistic practice 

Social & Historical
Making external connections

Narrative/Evidence

Presentation
Resolution, layout…

Recording/production
credits, language…

Storage
Media type, format…

Editing
Shot, scene…

Visual
Colour, lighting, shot 

type…

Audio
Tempo, pitch, 

instrument, song…

Visual
People (gender, 

movement, expression, 
clothing), objects, places…

Textual
Entities, relationship, 

keywords, event, opinion…

Surrounding 
knowledge

Author, Actor, theme, 
etc…

State of the art mapping available here: https://www.futurecinema.live/the-digital-turn-of-audiovisual-archives/
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Immersive Visual Storytelling

● Power of IEs to place visitors “inside” a dataset, enhancing the browsing experience (McGinity, 2007) and completely replacing the 

traditional query-based approach, while being based on more visual and intuitive features (Masson, 2020)

● Johnson’s theory of the body to explain “embodied understanding”: body as biological, ecological, phenomenological, social and 

cultural (Johnson, 2008; Johnson, 2015)

● Importance of the social aspect in a multi-users interactive experience, where users become creators for a larger audience

○ Role of the user-agent in generating a new narrative (Aylett, 2003; Mul, 2018)

○ Geert Mul’s “third-person’s perspective” (Mul, 2018) and role of the public on the creative performance (Sternberg, 2022)

● Data as sculpting material to create a virtual world that users can freely explore on their own terms, based on the latent and hidden 

structures in the collection (Kenderdine, 2013)

T_Visionarium II (UNSW’s iCinema Research Centre, 2006) mArchive (UNSW’s iCinema Research Centre, 2006) Jazz Luminaries (EPFL’s Laboratory of Experimental Museology, 2019)
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